The Brown OnCall shuttle provides a point to point ride service to and from areas not accommodated by the Brown Evening Shuttle Route. Only one guest is permitted per Brown ID holder, and that information must be included in your request. Riders can only board the vehicle with items that they can handle on their own, and will not take up any additional seating. Alcoholic beverages are not allowed in the vehicle, even if they are in sealed containers.

**HOURS OF OPERATION**

- **7 PM–2 AM DST** Sun–Wed
  Last call taken at 1:45 AM
- **7 PM–3 AM DST** Thur–Sat
  Last call taken at 2:45 AM
- **5 PM–2 AM EST** Sun–Wed
  Last call taken at 1:45 AM
- **5 PM–3 AM EST** Thur–Sat
  Last call taken at 2:45 AM

For more information about the OnCall service, rules, and schedules, please visit [www.brown.edu/transportation](http://www.brown.edu/transportation).

General shuttle information / questions and concerns:
telephone: 863-2322
e-mail: Transportation@brown.edu

Request a ride: [shuttle.brown.edu](http://shuttle.brown.edu) or call **401 863-1778** please have your Brown ID# ready before calling.